Welling Forth from the Expanse of the Wisdom Intent of Maha Ati Yoga:
The Supplication to Orgyen Padma Duddul, Tamer of Māras
entitled
Invoking the Pith Wisdom Intent

namo pedma siddhi hung hri

With a sense of renunciation and faith, begin Invoking the Pith Wisdom Intent as follows:

eh ma ho gyal kun gongpa lhundzok gar gyi wang
Eh ma ho Lord of the Dance, spontaneous perfection of the wisdom intent of all the victors,
pawo khandro yong du tsok kyi chok
supreme among the assembly of all dakas and dakinis,
drowé kyabgön orgyen rinpoché
protector and source of refuge for all beings,
sangyé kun lé tukjé nyurvé chok
Orgyen Rinpoche, your peerless compassion is swifter than that of all buddhas.
dusum gyalwé khyentsé nupé pal
Glorious upholder of the omniscience, compassion, and potential of all victorious ones of the three times,
ཁྱབ་བདག་སྐུ་བཞིའི་སྤྱི་དཔལ་ཁྱོད་དྲན་ནས༔

khyab dak kuzhi chipal khyöd dren né

sovereign embodiment of the four kāyas, in recalling you

mögu düngvé ngarö solwa deb

I supplicate with a voice of devotional longing.

du kyi marsham nyikmé semchan la

Towards the sentient beings of these degenerate times,

tukjé gyunchad mépar chan gyi zik

constantly look upon them with your eyes of compassion.

ngön gyi zhalzhé damcha di min nam

Is this not what you previously promised to do?

solwa nying né debpé gang zak la

“For those individuals who pray from their heart,

jin gyi lab shing jésu dzinpa dang

blessings will be granted and they will be cared for.

ded den mi la kedchik dralwa mé

I will never be separate from the faithful for even an instant.”

ché súng dorjé tsik la mi gōng sam

Do you recall these vajra words spoken in the past?
For those like myself born into the difficult time of the five dregs,

grant blessings unceasingly throughout the three times.

Concerning bad crops, frost, hail, famine, war, and strife,

the mamo’s plagues, including recurring calamities,

those adversities that affect all humans and animals,

Chinese māra spirits with perverted prayers that destroy the doctrine

and the nine demonic siblings who cause destruction in Tibet,

ghosts of death and towns who prey upon life

and hostile māras that bring about obstacles and deception—
tamché dok ching tulwé du la bab
reversing them all, the time for taming has arrived.

kuollo kuollo orgyen rinpoché
I call upon you, Orgyen Rinpoche,
ying né zheng shik dorjé tödtreng tsal
Dorje Todtreng Tsal [Vajra Skull Garland]:
dra gek kun drol yangtro drowolöd
arise from basic space and liberate all enemies and obstructers by
manifesting as Dorje Trölod.
mizöd dukngal nyé tsok yo truk kun
Turn back this unbearable suffering, negativity, and misleading turmoil
tu tsal nutob drakpö dok gyur dzöd
through your potent dynamic strength and power.
ten drö gélek yar ngö datar pel
Bring excellent virtue and wellbeing, ever-increasing like the waxing
moon, to the doctrine and beings.
ten gyi gönpo khyed la solwa deb
I pray to you, permanent protector.
sampé dön kun bedmé lhundrub dzöd
May all wishes be effortlessly and spontaneously fulfilled.
Prayer to Guru Rinpoche, taken from the Troma Nagmo revelation of Heruka Dudjom Lingpa. This is the first supplication prayer in the Troma Nagmo Intermediate Sadhana.

*Translation by Light of Berotsana*